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The winning Beirut team faces the camera. From left, S. Freiha, Miss R. Yared, R. Putnam, G. Ziade, H. Janotta, S. Kurban holding the Noble Cup, D. Dodge, Mrs. W. G. Ewing, Mr. Ewing, Mrs. Dodge, W. Locher and M. Ajhar. (Photo by Issa Bros.).

BERGEPILLOT LIFTS LARGEST CARGO IN TERMINAL HISTORY

The supertanker BERGEPILLOT lifted an all-time record load from Sidon Terminal on Nov. 3, when she took aboard 701,011 barrels of crude—largest single cargo in the terminal's history—in 15 hours and 53 minutes or at an average rate of 50,495 barrels per hour.

The former record cargo of 661,687 barrels had been lifted by the ESSO DEN HAAG on May 21, 1964.

Safety Committee Meets At Badanah

The Management Safety and Fire Protection Committee held its fourth quarterly meeting Nov. 2 at Badanah.

Before the meeting, committee members inspected the auxiliary pumping unit at Jalamid and Badanah station.

Aramco's Chief Safety Engineer, C. Homewood, and its Chief Fire Prevention Engineer, W. K. Butler, attended the meeting and accompanied the group on the inspection of Badanah.

MILKRUN DEPARTURE TIMING CHANGED

Under a new airplane schedule now in effect, the Sunday and Wednesday milkrun flights leave Qaisumah at 10:30 a.m.

This new timing of departure will give westward travellers more time to complete work and business at the four pump stations along the 'Line.

Beirut Blanks Arabia In Tennis

Tapline tennis players from Beirut blanked their Arabian counterparts 15-0 at the annual three-day Noble Cup Tournament played on the Tapline Sporting Club courts in Beirut, Oct. 21-23.

The Noble Cup was presented by H. Janotta, D. Dodge, M. Ajhar, S. Freiha, S. Kurban, J. Salm, W. G. W. Ewing, W. Locher, R. Putnum, G. Ziade, Mrs. Ewing, Miss Yared and Mrs. Ewing, Mrs. Dodge, W. Locher and M. Ajhar. (Photo by Issa Bros.).

Leonard Brown receives the Laziza Cup for outstanding sportsmanship from Mrs. W. A. Robinson. (Photo by Issa Bros.).

The Laziza Cup (the Laziza Cup is one of the world's most automated ships in the world, will be published in the next issue of Pipeline Periscope.)
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TAPLINE YOUTHS HEAD TO SCHOOLS AFTER SUMMER RECESS
With the coming of Autumn, Tapline students have begun seeing an accumulation of summer dust from their books and headed back to their schools. For American parents along the "Line", in Sidon and Beirut, whose children study "Abroad," October brings a sense of relief after the summer's pleasure of having the younger generation around.

Seeking education abroad from Beirut and Sidon are: Gail Mari—
Chandler, 19, a junior at Stanford University, California; George J. Arnold, 15, a high school sophomore at Macmillan Military Academy, Aurora, Illinois; Bruce J. Salt, 15, a high school sophomore at Galaxton Preparatory School in Buffalo, N.Y.; Glen Ewing, 21, a senior at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.; Charles G. Lansert, 16, grade 11, Le Rosey School, Rolle, Switzerland; Clas Fagerle, 19, Kendall College, Evanston, Illinois; David Caroles, 21, a senior at the University of California, Berkeley, California.

In the same category from the pump stations are: Richard J.
Arnold, 15, grade 11, Notre Dame School in Buffalo, N.Y.; Glen Ewing, 21, a senior at Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.; Charles G. Lansert, 16, grade 11, Le Rosey School, Rolle, Switzerland; Clas Fagerle, 19, Kendall College, Evanston, Illinois; David Caroles, 21, a senior at the University of California, Berkeley, California.
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Some Staff School students at Turaif will be studying under the tutelage of:

Mrs. M. Hargrove (left) and Mrs. K. Rowan will have five students this year at Badanah. They are Deborah Hardwick (left), Steve Soley (center), Elizabeth Hardwick (right) and Kaye and James Jemaa who were not available for the photograph. (Photo by Naeer)

Mrs. H. Hargrove (left) and Mrs. K. Rowan will have five students this year at Badanah. They are Deborah Hardwick (left), Steve Soley (center), Elizabeth Hardwick (right) and Kaye and James Jemaa who were not available for the photograph. (Photo by Naeer)

Mrs. R. Boulanger with three of her four Rafha pupils. From left, Wendelene and Debra Despain and Dudley Booth. Missing from the picture is Valerie Gieseking.

Mr. M. H. Rose.

PIPELINE THROUGHPUT RISES IN OCTOBER
Average BPD received at Sidon 490,217 barrels daily, or 71,302 barrels above September's daily average.

Average BPD received at Rafha 432,825 barrels daily.

Average BPD received at Turaif 403,695 barrels daily.

Average BPD received at Beirut 399,320 barrels daily.

Average BPD received at Sidon 490,217 barrels daily, or 71,302 barrels above September's daily average.
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The major difference between the Development Schools and the new Related Instruction Classes is that student-employees are released from their regular work schedules under the latter system to attend classes. Employees who have personal needs to improve their English may still join RIC on a voluntary basis after working hours.

Employees eligible to attend RIC are those who have need for English and arithmetic on their jobs. They are selected by their respective supervisors.

Introduction of the RIC system marked the first time that arithmetic was taught on an organized basis at all pump stations. New textbooks and supply materials were added to the curriculum.
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**Turaif**

Our sympathy is expressed to R. L. Amsden on the death of his father, Mr. Amsden.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boquist and Mrs. A. G. Lampman gave dinner parties for Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Amsden prior to their departure on long vacation. Mrs. Amsden and daughter Carolin departed a week earlier than Mr. Amsden in order to enroll Carolin in school in England. They will be reunited with Mrs. R. E. Robertson and daughter Miriam in London. The girls will be attending the same school, Bradeney St. Peters, Bromyard, Herefordshire, England.

Mrs. M. M. Nasser (the grandmother of Mrs. R. L. Crosthwait) honored Mrs. Georgia Farah with a "Babushka" Sept. 11. Three games were played and the winners were: Mrs. R. L. Crosthwait, Mrs. R. E. Amsden, and Mrs. C. R. Feldman. One game was after the customarily popular show in the U.S. "Call My Bluff." The winners were: Mrs. J. L. Koenreich, Mrs. J. L. Stephens, Mrs. C. R. Feldman; Mrs. J. H. Boquist. One of the prizes was given the correct definition of a word, as taken from the dictionary, and the other two were given only the word itself. The answers had to be fabricated—definitions. They were all given correctly, except for one story, but not quite enough to fool Mrs. Farah, who was not in the habit of asking ten words correct. Mrs. Farah was much impressed by the girl's ability and the house servants served delicious refreshments instead of cakes, assortment of cookies and coffee.

The Never-Cross Golf Group has won the One Club-Oil Bill Partners-ship tournament on Sept. 16. Winners were: J. H. Boquist, R. L. Amsden, and L. Crosthwait, who defeated C. C. S. Babb in the final round. As a "dead death" play, Dr. M. A. Baroody and M. Mutlaq, who were the other winners, Mrs. J. H. Boquist and Mrs. R. E. Amsden, who defeated C. C. Babb and L. Crosthwait, who were the "A" winners in their match. Mr. Mutlaq stated that he will not accept any prize money in his golfing following play.

We hasten to report that Mrs. Keith Pickett and Mrs. P. K. Pavert have returned home and are well on the round the corner from the American University Hospital in Beirut.

Of course, the Hubbs-Murphy cruise to Dhahran just as McRae and Murphy were planning to leave was a most pleasant one. According to Mr. Hubbs, Mrs. Murphy was in a jet plane and McRae was in a faster one. They met in London and returned to Turaif at their leisurely pace. The cruise itself was greatly enjoyed by all concerned.

Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Gwyn and family returned from vacation on Sept. 16. They travelled by air through Italy, Switzerland, Liechten-stein, Austria and Germany on their way to Holland. They then drove back to Italy and continued on to France on the return trip.

C. S. Babb, Jr. was a guest in Beirut of Mrs. R. L. and Mrs. H. J. Soley. In return, Jimmy Soley was his guest in Turaif.

On Sept. 7, Mrs. Babb held a small gathering in honor of Mrs. Soley, Mary, and C. C. Babb for several days. Celebrating Birthdays in Sep-tember were Berna Farter, Karen and Linda Von Der Pauw, Hane Von Overghel (Jr.), Brian Pickert and Mrs. C. R. Feldhahn. Happy wishes to all.

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Babb held a dinner Sept. 22, honoring many of the new people in the station and the returns from vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Nasser are family on vacation and have returned to the children in school.

Mrs. R. L. Amsden held a coffee for Mrs. E. R. Robertson and Mrs. Norton on their return to Turaif. Mrs. M. A. Christman gave dinner for them both for Mrs. W. R. Pickert entertained them for dinner.

Mr. and Mrs. Robertson attended a family reunion and made several trips to Florida while on vacation.

Mr. E. P. McGroarty of Framingham, Mass., who visited from the States and the General Electric and the Jordanian Electricity. On his trip to Beirut, he travelled to the countries of Lebanon, Egypt, and Jordan. While in Beirut, he returned to Arabia as Supervising Engineer, Technical and Civil Engineer of the city street car service, which was a guide to open it up in the future. He stayed in Turaif where they attended the International Exhibition of Transport and Communications. The exhibtion displayed modes of transportation both old and new, and included features such as a Japanese railway and a Walt Disney Cinerama.

Mr. Maurrasly A. Baroody captured the long-glow and long-net prizes in an 'Hobble' holiday tournament. C. C. Babb was third in the long-glow, and M. Mutlaq was runner-up net.

Mr. Gurnim took an interesting trip to Sidon where he visited the terminal in late September. General Consultant Abdul-Hadi Rass and General Mechanic Muhammad Osman Tawknet returned from vacation Oct. 20 and 29, respectively.

Station Supervisor Harry Hock- enen returned to Qatar in Oct. 23 from a four-day business trip to Beirut.

General Mechanic Ibrahim Ali bin Qarunin in late October for a one-month assign-ment on the turbine overhaul at Turaif.

**Rafha**

Welcome to English Teacher Alireza K. Asf in his transfer here from Turaif and good luck to Omar Mostafa on his transfer from Rafha to the Arabia head-quarter for the "L" line.

H. H. Majid, A. N. Askad and K. A. Hamouda from Engineering, have left the field for a month to return for holiday are: H. Zaki, M. Raser, H. Alotham, Ahmad Zan, Hassan Halid, Mohamad Haral and Mounem Dab."
right—of—way survey. He was met in Amman by Chief Engineer G. H. Canoles to visit Qaryatain and inspect the line section between the latter station and Turaif. Discussions of joint interest.


Qaisumah extends a hearty welcome to English Teacher Sharif A. Attiech who has transferred here from Turaif and good luck to English Teacher—survivor Kiami who replaced Sharif in Turaif. We also welcome Dr. and Mrs. Shukri Souliman and daughter Gigi who returned from vacation Oct. 9. “Ahlan wa Sahlan” to new hire Michel Nour Khairan who arrived here on Oct. 9. An Assistant Local Company Representative to replace Mohammed Odaily who was transferred to Rbadan. M. Odaily left Qaisumah on Oct. 13.

A billiard and “babyfoot” tournament was contested at Badanah recently between players from Rbadan and Rbadah. The closing results were as follows: three billiard games and took out the 2—2—3 deficit in “babyfoot” play. Above photo: winners of the billiard games are, from left, Shukri Shafi'ah of Rbadah, Mike Khoury and Ahmad Saad of Rbadan and Emily Ever of Rbadah. Other billiards on the two teams were Nabil Jarous and Ruiy Mohamed of Rbadah and Abdul—Aziz and Left—Half of Rbadan.

A heartily welcome is extended to Saudi—Arabian Dr. and Mrs. George Kassab and Albert Sarawe in honor of Khalifa H. Jans. A. M. Lampman and M. Othman, Miss Omayma Sarkis, Saleh Abdul—Aziz, Ibrahim Ahmad, Said Gherabi, Dr. Michel Khoury were in Beirut Nov. 3 on an orientation program which will extend through Nov. 8. Vice President — GovernmentRelations R. H. Davis was back in Rbadan Oct. 12—14.

The Company Representative—Pipe Line Area Dale E. Garri—son returned to Rbadan Oct. 21 following a business trip to Dhahran, Riyadh, Jiddah and Beirut. Dr. Michel Khoury left the station Sept. 29 on annual vacation. Dr. Nizar Turk is Acting Supervising Physician during his absence.


Turaif Meeting

An Operations, Maintenance and Engineering meeting will be held at Turaif Nov. 21—23. Among the meeting for the exchange of technical information will be stations operating foremen, Central Facilities and Engineering supervisory personnel, technical people from Aramco and Manager of Operations John J. Kelberer.

Badanah

Joining Badanah’s nursing staff recently were Misses Sadaf Jahan, Georgette Sheed, and Angel Aspinall, Salih Yousef, Abdul—Akib Mokhliso and Humein Awaal. A hearty welcome is extended to them all as well as to hospital supervisor Royal Shamsi, Salih Stehy and Ahmad Ramazi.

An Operations, Maintenance and Engineering meeting will be held at Turaif Nov. 21—23.